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Deutsche Börse Joins Climate Bonds Initiative Partners Program
Announcement at Frankfurt Sustainable Finance Event
LONDON 24/05/17 18:00 BST: German-based Deutsche Börse Group (Deutsche Börse), one of the
world’s leading stock exchanges, has joined the Climate Bonds Initiative Partner Program.
Partners assist in developing climate finance solutions, market development committees & help
define policy agendas for national, regional & sector based programs.
The partner announcement was made in Frankfurt at the launch of the Deutsche Bourse hosted
Sustainable Finance Initiative and accompanying Frankfurt Declaration on sustainable economic and
social development.
Kristina Jeromin, Head of Group Sustainability at Deutsche Börse:
“Deutsche Börse is delighted to become a Partner of the Climate Bonds Initiative.”
“In our role as an organiser of capital markets, improving the transparency, quality of information
and standardisation in global capital markets is key for us. In doing so, we consider the entire value
chain and attend to the requirements of the different players in the capital market.”
“We are looking forward to our further partnership with Climate Bond Initiative, as this is an
extension of our commitment to climate action. Supporting organisations taking the lead in
developing market based and finance driven responses to create sustainable financial markets is one
of our core responsibilities.”
Sean Kidney, CEO at Climate Bonds Initiative:
“Deutsche Börse occupies a pivotal position across capital markets, particularly in the Eurozone.
Partnering provides an opportunity to foster market dialogue and increased collaboration among all
market participants to improve market liquidity, integrity and investor access to green finance
opportunities.”
“There is a need to accelerate the use of green bonds and other green debt products to support
national and regional climate investment and emissions reduction plans.”
“Partnering with a major exchange like Deutsche Börse opens avenues for our respective
organisations to work cooperatively around standards, harmonisation and developing secondary
markets - all critical ingredients to building issuer and investor confidence and robust market
growth.”
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Note for Journalists:
About Climate Bonds Initiative: The Climate Bonds Initiative is an investor-focused not-for-profit,
promoting large-scale investment in the low-carbon economy.
It undertakes advocacy and outreach to inform and stimulate the market, provides policy models
and government advice, market data and analysis and administers an international Standards &
Certification Scheme for green bonds. For more information, please visit www.climatebonds.net.
Climate Bonds Partners Program: Banks, institutional investors, non-governmental organizations
(NGOs), governments and other relevant market players are eligible to join as Climate Bond
Partners to help grow a market of green and climate bonds. Partners assist in developing initiatives to
grow investment in climate finance solutions and participate in different market development
committees & help define policy agendas for sector, country & sub-national programs. A list of
Partners is available here.
About Deutsche Börse: Deutsche Börse Group is one of the largest exchange organisations
worldwide. It organises markets characterised by integrity, transparency and safety for investors
who invest capital and for companies that raise capital – markets on which professional traders buy
and sell equities, derivatives and other financial instruments according to clear rules and under strict
supervision. Deutsche Börse Group, with its services and systems, ensures the functioning of these
markets and a level playing field for all participants – worldwide.
Deutsche Börse’s head office is in the financial centre Frankfurt/Rhein-Main. The Group is also
globally present in Luxembourg, Prague, London, Zurich and Moscow, in New York and Chicago, in
Hong Kong, Singapore, Beijing and Tokyo – and more locations for its customers worldwide. More
information is available here.

<ENDS>
Disclaimer: The information contained in this communication does not constitute investment advice in any
form and the Climate Bonds Initiative is not an investment adviser. Any reference to a financial organisation or
investment product is for information purposes only. Links to external websites are for information purposes
only. The Climate Bonds Initiative accepts no responsibility for content on external websites.
The Climate Bonds Initiative is not endorsing, recommending or advising on the merits or otherwise of any
investment or investment product and no information within this communication should be taken as such, nor
should any information in this communication be relied upon in making any investment decision.
A decision to invest in anything is solely yours. The Climate Bonds Initiative accepts no liability of any kind, for
any investment an individual or organisation makes, nor for any investment made by third parties on behalf of
an individual or organisation, based in whole or in part, on any information contained within this or any other
Climate Bonds Initiative public communication.
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